
Repairs and Maintenance Group 

23 November 2017 at Selby Civic Centre 

Name Job Title  Initials  

Phil Hiscott Property Management Team Leader (Planned Works)  PH 

Hannah Adamson Graduate Trainee HA 

Dominic Richardson Housing Tenant Services Team Leader DR 

Ryan Harper Communications RH 

Matthew Brown Tenant Participation Officer MB 

Peter Banks SDC Tenant (Byram) PB 

Helen Jessop SDC Tenant (Brayton) HJ 

Rita Hall SDC Tenant (Byram) RHA 

June Banks SDC Tenant (Byram) JB 

Roy Clowes SDC Tenant (Byram) RC 

Keith Woolley SDC Tenant (Brayton) KW 

Gwyneth Woolley SDC Tenant (Brayton) GW 

 

The meeting began with a quick introduction about what they meeting will include, any general 

housekeeping, introductions and aims and objectives.  

Overview from last meeting 

For the new attendees, MB discussed the areas of topic from the last meeting in September these 

were; 

• Confirm appointments for repairs 

• Repairs satisfaction survey and how we can best develop it 

• Would invite planned works team leader and member from SDC communications team 

along. 

• SDC asked attending attendees to go away and look at our website and provide feedback. 

Feedback from tenants regarding the internet 

• Very clicky to get where you want to 

• Hard to find tenant participation page and  

• Hard to find contact details for tenant participation officer 

• Unable to find repairs survey  

Repairs satisfaction survey discussion with Ryan Harper from Communications 

Currently SDC do the following to advertise the repairs satisfaction survey; 

• Put details in the open door newsletters 

• Advertise on social media once a month 

• Survey is on SDC workmen’s PDA to complete after repair – many tenants said that this 

doesn’t happen 



RH said SDC appreciate that some tenants don’t have access to internet and we looking for new 

ways to allow people to send in their feedback from repairs and ensure its fit for purpose. 

HJ provided a copy of Hull’s repairs survey, which is sent out by post once the repair job has 

been raised and then can be sent back free of charge when complete following completion of 

job. 

Some of the tenants raised the points that they would be more willing to provide feedback if not 

observed and it’s free to send back the survey.  

In addition, RHA asked, why the survey can’t be sent via text like the energy suppliers do. DR 

response and said at the present time, we are developing a new housing system and we are 

looking to have the function ability to send text surveys, appointment reminders and notify of 

any changes but that is 12-18 months away as we have just purchased the package.   

RH suggested following discussions with MB and from previous meeting that SDC could 

implement the following subject to approval; 

• Create compliments slip with on-line survey link for repairs staff to hand out after 

completed work – trial basis to see if has impact  

• Alternatively repairs staff could hand out a printed copy of the survey with a pre-paid 

envelope for those not online - trial basis to see if has impact 

• Matthew to place surveys at TARA’s and community halls in line with when meetings 

take place – will highlight this in Open Door newsletter.  

 

MB will send out a copy of the Hull survey along with a simplified version of the SDC repairs survey.  

The general consensus from tenants was positive and that the ideas are good but PB stated that if 

the surveys don’t generate enough responses then the financial side needs to be looked at as it 

comes out of a budget.  

Planned Works presentation 

PH gave a brief description what planned works is how best to manage the homes which our tenants 

reside in from adaptions to new kitchens.  

Planned works covers the following areas within SDC; 

• Major capital investment 

• Industrial unit lettings and repairs 

• Car park management and enhancement 

• Community centre improvements 

• Footpath repairs – which are SDC managed 

• Environmental improvements 

• Adaptations 

• Statutory compliance (e.g. asbestos etc.) 

• Housing developments such as; heating systems, roofs, kitchens, wet rooms, bathrooms etc. 

 

KW asked is PH is supervisor for the team which handles new doors as currently he’s down on a list 

awaiting a new door as he has a wooden one. PH confirmed that is correct and confirmed that 



present time, the new doors and pointing programme is out for tender with a contractor with works 

to begin hopefully in the New Year.  

The contractor Keepmoat who won the tender for the kitchen programme earlier in year has won 

the new tender for the upcoming programmes.  

RC, PB, JB, RHA all commented and the brilliant work that was done at St Edwards Close, Byram for 

the repair and repainting of the fences and facias and said the contractor was brilliant and couldn’t 

fault him.  

How to get involved – Planned works 

The contractor for kitchens is up for tender again, however once SDC knows new contractor is we 

will be looking to provide a selection of 3/4 styles of flooring, tiles, kitchen units, colours.  

Agreed that would engage with the repairs group and get them involved with decision making and 

get feedback.  

Environmental Improvement Programme 

HA provided details relating to the environmental improvement programme which she is looking at 

as part of her graduate role.  

HA stated that she is looking for unused green spaces areas across the district as potential 

opportunities for improvement and provided an example from Hull which PH was involved in 

previously.  

HJ stated that is it viable to put concrete slaps over everything? PH stated that the pictures are from 

a sheltered accommodation where many users were wheelchair bound and therefore using concrete 

slaps to allow them users to use it without issues.  

HA said she is looking to work with local communities to decide on the areas and what level of 

maintenance the green areas will need as ideally SDC would like the residents to look after them as a 

project as maintenance costs will need to be taken into account when choosing how to develop the 

green spaces.  

HA provided examples of the kind of things they could do with the identified areas whether that’s 

wild flowers, shrubs etc. (See final slide on PowerPoint) 

DR went on to suggest that previously SDC have done this through the groundworks budget and this 

is a separate budget and are looking for practical ways to resolve day to day issues.  

For next meeting 

• Look at the Hull repairs satisfaction survey and SDC simplified version for feedback 

• Provide any suitable recommendations for unused green space area from across the district. 

• Ideas of what they would like to see in these green space areas.  

• SDC are going to update the website and provide feedback regarding these changes.  

 

 

Agreed next meeting, will be in a couple of months’ for a Wednesday at 9:30 

as they are suitable for everyone.  

 



 

 

 

 

 


